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Solar Miles Dewey David III (1926-1991)

Four on Six Wes Montgomery (1923-1968)

Giant Steps John William Coltrane (1926-1967)

How Insensitive Antonio Carlos Jobim (1927-1994)

A Night in Tunisia John Birks “Dizzy” Gillespie (1917-1993)

Softly as in a Morning Sunrise Romberg/Hammerstein (1887-1951)/(1885-1960)

Leaving Richie Beirach (b. 1947)

Sea Journey Chick Corea (b. 1938)

Blues on the Corner McCoy Tyner (b. 1938)

Joe Manis, saxophones
Joe Freuen, trombone
Tim McLaughlin, trumpet/flugelhorn
Josh Britton, bass
Rob Kohler, bass
Steve Weems, drums/percussion
Mark Lighthiser, percussion

Azul Michael Joseph Pardew (b. 1980)

MICHAEL PARDEW, guitar

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Music in Jazz Studies

Michael Pardew is a student of Steve Owen
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104th Season, 92nd program